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ICHTHYS TOPSIDES INTEGRATION STARTS WITH LIFTS 
 

The INPEX-operated Ichthys LNG Project has lifted the first topside modules 
onto the hulls of its two major offshore facilities. 

 
The lifts mark the start of the topsides integration phase for the central 

processing facility (CPF) and the floating production, storage and offloading 
(FPSO) facility.  
 

This phase involves the hull and topsides for each facility coming together as 
single, connected structures for the first time – their components (or 

modules) having been fabricated separately. 
 
Ichthys Project Managing Director Louis Bon said the CPF and FPSO topside 

module lifts, which are the first in a sequence, were a major step towards the 
completion of the two world-class, semi-submersible facilities. 

 
“These module lifts on our CPF and FPSO mark the start of the topsides 
integration phase for the Ichthys LNG Project’s offshore facilities, which is a 

very important progression,” Mr Bon said.  
 

“These are some of the biggest and most sophisticated facilities of their kind 
in the world, so it also very exciting for everyone involved seeing the hulls 

and topsides being connected. 
 
“Successful delivery of these facilities is of great importance, because they 

are the centre of the Project’s offshore development and need to operate 
safely and productively in the Browse Basin for more than 40 years.” 

 
The CPF and FPSO topsides include equipment required to safely and 
efficiently process, store and offload gas and condensate offshore from 

reservoirs in the Ichthys Field, as well as living quarters for the workforce on 
both facilities. 

 
Gas and some condensate from the CPF will be sent through an 889 
kilometre gas export pipeline to the Project’s onshore LNG facilities in 

Darwin. Stabilised condensate from the FPSO will periodically be offloaded to 
shuttle carriers for export directly to market. 

 
The combined weight of all topside modules for both facilities is about 
120,000 tonnes. 

 
The first CPF topside module lift occurred on 15 April 2015. The module 

weighed about 3600 tonnes and was 50 metres long, 43 metres wide and 26 
metres high.  
 

The first FPSO topside module lift occurred on 20 April 2015. The module 
weighed about 2010 tonnes. 
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The Ichthys LNG Project held ceremonies on 21 and 22 April to mark the 
milestones in Okpo and Geoje, South Korea, at Daewoo Shipbuilding and 
Marine Engineering (DSME) and Samsung Heavy Industries shipyards, where 

the FPSO and CPF are being constructed. 
 

Once complete, the CPF and FPSO will be towed 5600 kilometres to the 
Ichthys Field in the Browse Basin, offshore Western Australia, where they will 
be moored permanently to the seabed for the life of the Project. 

 
 

ENDS 
 

Media enquiries: Kate McNamara +61 418 277 911. 

     

About INPEX  

 
INPEX CORPORATION is a worldwide oil and gas exploration and production 
company currently involved in more than 70 projects across 25 countries. INPEX 

is ranked in the top 100 global energy companies and is listed on the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange. Part of the Australian business community since 1986, we are active in 

a number of projects in Australia and the Timor Sea, including the large-scale 
Ichthys LNG Project, Prelude FLNG project, Van Gogh, Ravensworth and Kitan oil 
projects, as well as the Bayu-Undan condensate development and associated 

Darwin LNG.  
 

About the Ichthys LNG Project  
 
The Ichthys LNG Project is a Joint Venture between INPEX group companies (the 

Operator), major partner Total, CPC Corporation Taiwan, and the Australian 
subsidiaries of Tokyo Gas, Osaka Gas, Kansai Electric, Chubu Electric Power and 

Toho Gas. Gas from the Ichthys Field, in the Browse Basin offshore Western 
Australia, will undergo preliminary processing offshore to remove water and raw 
liquids, including condensate. The gas will then be exported to the onshore 

processing facilities in Darwin via an 889 km pipeline. 
 

The Ichthys LNG Project is expected to produce 8.4 million tonnes of LNG and 1.6 
million tonnes of LPG per annum, along with approximately 100,000 barrels of 

condensate per day at peak. Detailed Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
(EPC) of the Ichthys LNG Project is ongoing and production is scheduled to 
commence by the end of 2016. With an expected operational life of at least 40 

years, the Ichthys LNG Project offers rare multigenerational opportunities to 
communities, economies, businesses, energy markets and its workforce. 


